SEASSI is an eight-week intensive language program where students learn speaking, reading, listening, and writing skills through classroom instruction and a full range of co-curricular activities.

8-WEEK INTENSIVE SUMMER PROGRAM
Monday - Friday, 4.5 hour classes/day

8 CREDITS
One year's worth of material

ANYONE CAN APPLY
Undergraduates | Graduates
Professionals | Non-traditional students

FUNDING AVAILABLE!
Visit our website for more info

CONTACT US
SEASSI.WISC.EDU
608-265-2652
seassi@lpo.wisc.edu
Language Program Office
L50 Pyle Center
702 Langdon Street
Madison, WI 53706

FOLLOW US
In cooperation with the Center for Southeast Asian Studies and network of supporting universities

SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDIES SUMMER INSTITUTE
BURMESE · FILIPINO · HMONG · INDONESIAN · JAVANESE
KHMER · LAO · THAI · VIETNAMESE
LEARN A LANGUAGE. SERIOUSLY.

STUDY
Filipino
JUNE 17 - AUGUST 9, 2024
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study Hmong
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JAVANESE
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Burmese · Filipino · Hmong · Indonesian · Javanese
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STUDY KHMER
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Southeast Asian Studies Summer Institute
Burmese · Filipino · Hmong · Indonesian · Javanese
Khmer · Lao · Thai · Vietnamese